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HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR GRANT PROPOSAL
The process for submitting a grant proposal has changed. In an effort to make the
process easier and streamline the information, Burning Man has created an Art Grant
Application Form (an editable PDF, available at the bottom of this page) that must be
filled out.
Steps To Submit a Proposal:
1. Print out a copy of the PDF. Read through it to ensure you have all the required
information at hand.
2. Gather ALL the information requested for the proposal.
3. Fill out the PDF, and upload associated files (see detailed file upload instructions
below).
4. Submit your completed, final proposal by February 1st at 11:59pm PST.
5. Take a deep breath, and congratulate yourself for finishing your proposal!
Important Stuff To Note:
1. It's mandatory that you submit your proposal in the provided PDF format
(even if you submit a physical copy).
2. We (the grant committee) will not review or consider incomplete proposals.
3. We will not review late proposals, or parts of proposals updated after the
deadline.
4. A minimum of one concept image is required.
For technical help with submitting your proposal, see the Technical FAQ page:
http://www.burningman.com/installations/art_tech_faq.html
U

Emailing Instructions
•

Make sure your proposal is finalized before you send it to us (we will not review subsequently
updated, amended, or revised versions).

•

Send your finalized proposal to artgrants (at) burningman (dot) com. You will receive an email
confirming we have successfully received your proposal.

•

Use only the complete name of your project in the subject line and type in caps. For example: MY
EXTRA ACTION FONDUE PROJECT

•

Do not cc individual art grant committee members. All members are subscribed to the artgrants
email address.

•

DO NOT SEND YOUR PROPOSAL MORE THAN ONCE.

The grant proposal deadline is February 1st at 11:59 pm PST. Any grant proposals received after
this time will not be accepted.
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Email File Attachment Instructions for Drawings, Diagrams, & Plans
•

While we will look at images online, we print out your files for review purposes. If
you send us files we can't print, it may be difficult or even impossible to review
your proposal accurately. Please review our print considerations in our Technical
FAQ page: http://www.burningman.com/installations/art_tech_faq.html

•

Make sure to include your project name and contact info on all your files. This
includes digital images, diagrams, plans, and similar files. For example, the
filename of your digital images should include your project name, or along the
bottom of a photo in small print it might say "Extra Action Project,
youremail@yoursite.org".

•

File formats: We accept JPG (JPEG), GIF, and TIF for images; and MS Word, MS
Excel, and PDFs for schedules and other documents.

•

If you have less than 7 files total posted online, you may use the form below to
paste the links to those files. Please carefully manage your file sizes - large files
are difficult to download and review.

•

Alternatively, if the total file size of your attachments are 4 MB or less, you may
simply compress your files into a "zip file" and attach it to your email (along with
your proposal form). Help with creating zip files is available in ourTechnical FAQ
page: http://www.burningman.com/installations/art_tech_faq.html
Please keep total file attachment size within reason.

•

If you have more than 7 files, then please include a link to a single web page that
includes all of your files, preferably listed by their full, complete and descriptive
names. This will make it easier for the grant committee to review them. As noted
above, each file should have your project and contact name associated with it.

Physical Mailing Instructions for Non-Digital Drawings and Maquettes
•

Every individual item that you send must be clearly labeled with your project's
name and contact information, such as an email or phone number.

•

Drawings and maquettes can be mailed to: Burning Man Art Grants, PO Box
884688, San Francisco, CA 94188.

•

All drawings and maquettes must be received at the Burning Man office before
February 1st. All late materials will not be considered as part of the proposal for
review purposes.

•

All maquettes will be returned to you after the grant review process.

Instructions for Dropping Off Maquettes, Models and Photographs
•

No drop-offs are accepted after the February 1st deadline.

•

No drop-offs are permitted without first scheduling an appointment.

•

Call the Burning Man Office at (415) 865-3800, and select "0" to speak with an
operator ... they'll help you schedule a drop-off appointment.
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Artwork Title

The Oasis (part of the Return of Free Water Project)

Artist Name

Creatrix Door & Team (legal name: Elizabeth Clayton)

Artist Bio

Nestled in the beautiful mountains of Asheville, NC, Creatrix Door and the wildly creative
community that she is proud to be a part of have been co-creating mad artistic installations and
intentional community spaces for many years. A circus girl, Creatrix has long realized that to
effect positive change in the default world, one must create a spectacle to draw attention to the
issues while at the same time providing a visionary solution from which the viewer can draw
hope and inspiration for change.

1,000 Character
Limit

A lifetime cola addict, Creatrix gained the courage to quit for good when she researched the
actual effects her daily habit had on the world. Drawn to share her findings and her simple
solution with her world, she launched the Return of Free Water Project in 2006. Since its
inception, the project has seen the birth of two inspiring plastic tree sculptures and has
reshaped the daily drinking habits of hundreds of participants at regional events.
Address

52 Ormond Ave

City

Asheville

Country

USA

Email

misspippi@gmail.com

State

NC

Zip Code

28806

Phone Number 828-423-4672

The very face of our world is experiencing drastic change. Wetlands are drying up as the water
is shipped thousands of miles by bottling facilities. Millions of people around the world die
from lack of clean drinking water. Access to indigenous peoples’ water supplies is blocked,
and they are fed soda instead, resulting in a host of new health problems. Factories and
Provide a brief
transit trucks for the industry pollute our air with exhaust, resulting in petro-chemicals
statement about leeching into our dwindling clean water supply. Thousands of species of fish, plant-life, birds,
what the art means and other wildlife crucial to maintaining our delicate balance of life are fast disappearing as a
to you and what direct result of our culture’s addiction to soda and bottled water.
you wish to
communicate to Meanwhile, many of us continue, daily, to contribute to one of our world's largest
participants.
environmental disasters. The solution lies right within our grasp: in the $1-2 that we hold in

Philosophical
Statement

3,000 Character Limit our hand when we are buying a bottle of water or can of soda. In the face of the magnitude of

the crisis, it does not seem like that much, but when so many people unconsciously make that
choice so often, it adds up to the monstrous problems which we face. The way to change is
easy: reusable containers and water filtered from the tap.

From that decision onward, our eyes are opened to all the many ways we are abusing this
precious resource. For example, what if dirty, gray water could be recycled into clean, potable
water? Via the breathtakingly lovely art installation that is The Oasis, participants begin to see
how they can reduce their own water waste. The leaves and flowers of the Oasis are made
from the old soda and water bottles of participants at numerous festivals and public events
across the country, who cut up their bottles and transform them with paint. This alchemical
process encourages people to make that simple transformation in their own lives.
The Return of Free Water Project aims to inspire individuals and communities to see water as
a sacred, precious, and shared resource that belongs to every being on this planet. The
ultimate goal of the artist is that the entire installation tours to cities and festivals around the
America’s, hopefully in cooperation with BWB and BRAF, in order to bring as much attention
to the issues and solutions as possible.
The Return of Free Water Project: The Oasis
Because every good Metropolis needs a water treatment plant. Why not make ours art?
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Similar in visual aspect to the glowing forest in the movie "Avatar" (though not
inspired by the movie), the forest of plastic bottle trees will provide a complete
Interactivity is a key aspect to environment for people to interact with.
the art of Burning Man.
Describe how your concept is Firstly, The Oasis is in a shelter, allowing participants to be indoors enjoying the art
of BRC while outside is inhospitable. The trees provide lighting, & at the base of
interactive - how will the
many of them are soft cushioned mossy patches for rest and contemplation.
citizens of Black Rock City
interact with your art.
The trees emit sound, creating a lush ambient sound-scape for guest musicians to
2,000 Character Limit
interact with. Participants will be invited to speak a wish, dream, intention, or
prayer into a microphone (artfully disguised, of course) which can be mixed in &
played back for others.
Interactivity

Participants will be invited to bring their grey water (specific guidelines will apply)
to add to the water filtration system's cisterns. The bones of the filtration system,
simple enough to implement at one's home, are clearly documented so that
people can learn how it is done.
Clean, pure drinking water is dispensed from the Water Willow tree. The pump for
the filtration system is run by a bicycle generator, which is driven by participants.
The Water Willow also has reusable water bottles hanging as fruit to pluck
(optional, if funded). This bottle is a gift to those who need it.
Plastic water and soda bottles will be collected & transformed by participants into
flowers and leaves for future versions of The Oasis. Paint, scissors, and other
materials are provided. Newly transformed bottles can also be used as a memento.
Outside, during daylight hours, misting trees flank the entrance, providing cooling
moisture to parched skin.

A copse of 12’ to 18’ tall trees stands in a loose circle around a central pool of
swirling water. The trees are glowing softly, self-lit by hundreds upon hundreds of
Include any additional details LEDs and lines of EL-wire, growing right out of the foliage. Brightly colored flowers
adorn some of the trees and vines, and soft, inviting, moss-like cushions surround
about your artwork's
the base of the trees. Soft music emits from the trees. The glowing willow tree is
dimensions or appearance.
hung with fruits that, on closer inspection, prove to be reusable water bottles that
2,000 Character Limit
are filled by spigots at the ends of the branches.

Dimensions

The Oasis is designed to be an indoor installation. While there would be no
problem with having it outdoors in fair weather, it is not designed to withstand
gale-force winds or rain. Therefore we have added an optional budget for a tent
structure. If funding for this is granted, the tent we will procure has a 64’ square
footprint (plus guy lines). All exterior portions of the installation can fit within that
footprint.
Without tent, the installation can be fit into a footprint of approximately 30-40’
diameter circle. This includes plenty of room to move about, including seating, and
therefore can be integrated into other environments or theme camps. The height
of the tallest sculptures is 18’ but can be shortened to 12’.
The team is willing to work within the limits of whatever shelter is provided
(though having our own structure is preferred). Each sculpture will allow for a
certain amount of configurability, making the overall installation flexible enough
to fit in to a number of different environments (including those such as Center
Camp, or other theme camps).

Actual Dimensions
Length 30'

X
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The Oasis are new species of tree that grows in the former junkyards of
industrialized nations, and are made of what used to be water & soda bottles, PVC,
and irrigation tubing. These miracles of nature, living organisms grown
What materials will you be
using to construct your piece? spontaneously from the waste of an enormously destructive industry, are unique
Will you be using any recycled in that they also purify water, making bacteria and germ-infested water safe to
drink. A living testament to the combined powers of nature and technology, the
materials?
Oasis reminds us to look in unusual places for potential solutions to our problems.
Materials

3,000 Character Limit

The dominant materials in The Oasis are recycled. The need to recycle plastic water
and soda bottles, the detritus of the bottled beverage industry & our culture’s
addiction to disposable packaging, is one of the main issues that the installation
addresses. By utilizing these waste products & transforming them into something
beautiful, we speak to the power of using & reusing our own waste as an impetus
to change our habits.
Each water & soda bottle is lovingly cut up, curled & bent, & painted or otherwise
transformed into foliage. Many are created by our team’s artists, but many are also
created by participants of festivals & events, who sometimes cut up their own
bottle as a gesture of their desire to switch to reusable.
Each tree is covered in leaves & flowers made from these plastics. Other materials,
such as aluminum cans, may be utilized as well. The trunk & branches of the trees
are recycled materials as well. In the photos of the two existing trees, you can see
the reclaimed irrigation tubing & the PVC that was formerly someone’s iron-coated
well pipe.
The tree bases are donated flagpole stands; the center of the structure is old steel
pipe that was left lying in a dumpster. We have quite a collection of reclaimed
resources & we are always scouting the region for more. If there is one thing that is
sure: the materials are out there; all we have to do is find them before they hit the
landfill.
The 55-gallon juice barrels are also re-used, however, they are not free, & are
therefore included in the budget.
The following components are new: the filtration, lighting & sound systems, fabrics
& paints, power source, etc. This is because, while we are willing to work with used
equipment, we do plan to tour with the installation. While we don’t mind building
sculptures out of trash, we do want our equipment to work reasonably well & for a
good little while.

Each tree emits sound via an old radio receiver with speakers from a thrift store,
hidden in the trunk. The sound is controlled from a central station that features a
radio transmitter, which can be controlled by computer or DJ. At one of the trees, a
Are there sound elements
intrinsic to your piece? If so, microphone is disguised as a flower. A sign encourages participants to speak a wish,
dream, intention, or prayer into the flower, where it is recorded and is played back
please describe what they
softly, mixed in with the words of other participants and soft, ethereal music and
are, and their impact on
natural sounds (water dripping), throughout the festival.
participants.

Sound Component

1,500 Character Limit
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Web Image Attachments
At least one image of your concept is mandatory. This can be a drawing, sketch, photo, etc. The image should give the grant
committee a good sense of what your art project will be. Your web images should not exceed 4MB in file size for any given image.

Link to a web page that lists all your images
If you have a web page that contains links to your images, then copy and paste the image url for your web page into the "Web
link to your attachments page" box below. Only paste one link into the box.

Web link to your attachments page

http://www.returnoffreewater.org/the_oasis_bm2010_art_grant_pics.html
Example: http://www.mysite.com/myimages/myListofAttachmentLinks.html

Link to individual web images
Copy and paste up to seven links to specific images into the "web image link" form blanks below. Acceptable Formats limited to
JPG (JPEG), GIF, and TIF. Only one image link should be pasted into each box below.

Web Image Link 01
Example: http://www.mysite.com/myimages/mypicture.jpg

Web Image Link 02

Web Image Link 03

Web Image Link 04

Web Image Link 05

Web Image Link 06

Web Image Link 07
Tip: Be sure to validate that your image links work before pasting them in above.

Include any special
notes about your
images
500 Character Limit

Note: If you are unable to provide links to images hosted on websites, then you may also attach image files to your email. The
total combined file size of all your attached images should not exceed 4MB. Providing links to your online images is strongly
preferred over attaching images to emails.
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Budget
Research your costs carefully and be as specific as possible. You must provide a total combined cost for all expense items or your
proposal will not be considered. We fund material and transportation costs only. Do not list "contingency costs" or "artist's fee" as we
do not cover those expenses. You may enter your total estimated cost in the "Total Estimated Cost" box below. The budget section
consists of the next four boxes.

See online spreadsheet
Itemize and list all
http://spreadsheets.google.com/pub?key=tIiEkuiuR1OZAfYgsA5lrXQ&output=html
expenses
3,000 Character Limit
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Budget (Continued)
Material Costs

See online spreadsheet

3,000 Character Limit

Transportation
Costs

Truck rental for one month (two weeks travel + two weeks festival): $1500
Fuel costs, roundtrip from Asheville, NC to BRC, NV (4000 miles roundtrip @ estimated average
fuel costs of $3.00 per gallon @ ~10 mpg) = $1200

Estimate the cost
Total estimated costs: $2700
for transporting
your art installation
This is based on a standard shipping method quote. We feel that we *may* be able to get the
to and from the
project there for cheaper through collaboration with other local Burner groups. If the project
playa.
is funded but the transit costs need to be reduced, I am sure we can make that happen by
1,500 Character Limit exploring other options, such as shared freight shipping from other local Burners going to the
event, etc.
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Budget (Continued)
Total Estimated Cost $ 38,392 if all requested items are funded, or $9,005 if only required items are funded (or somewhere in between)
Total cost is calculated by combining itemized expenses, material costs, and transportation. Input numeric values only.

Link to online spreadsheet http://spreadsheets.google.com/pub?key=tIiEkuiuR1OZAfYgsA5lrXQ&output=html
Example: http://www.mysite.com/spreadsheets/my_budget_spreadsheet.xls

Project Plan and Build Schedule
Your pre-playa construction schedule should reflect your submitted budget. Your timeline should include
things such as prototyping time, when materials will be purchased, when stages of construction will be
completed, fundraising, etc. Grants are distributed in installments, which will relate to key dates in your
development schedule.
Do you have adequate crew to build, install, and clean-up your project already identified?
Yes

Support Crew
Whether you have
identified your
support crew or
not, describe all
roles and skills you
require to make
your project a
success.
1,000 Character Limit

Visioneer - command central; holds the vision, organizes the crew
Techs - wires up all the power and lighting needs
Artists - transform water and soda bottles into tree foliage
Structural engineers - create a solid base for the trunks of the trees that is easy to assemble
and transport
Tree fairies - Participants at various events that we will be constructing this installation at
before Burning Man will participate in transforming the flowers and wiring the LEDs.
Burning Man Crew - a team of 6 seasoned burn veterans to set up and maintain the
installation throughout.
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Project Plan and Build Schedule (Continued)
Start Build Date

Already in process! We have one tree complete, and one half done.

March - May: Make trees, order parts, assemble wiring
Pre-Playa Construction
May-July: Rehearsal - bring installation to regional events to raise awareness while we
Schedule
assemble it repeatedly as a live sculptural event. Fix problems, tweak system.
2,000 Character Limit
August: Pack it all up, drive to the burn, and set it up!

Transportation to the playa - How many days are needed to transport to the playa?
5-7
We plan to arrive one week before the start date.
On Playa Arrival
Day 1: set up personal tents
and Construction
Day 2: Set up main tent structure, flooring, walls, etc.
Schedule
Day 3: Install bases of the trees
Please describe the Day 4: Install all plumbing and filtration systems
Days 5-7: Install all branches and lighting (plug and play design) and decorate.
date you wish to
arrive in Black Rock
City and your
planned construction
schedule for on playa.
Optionally, you may
use the calendar
web-link field below
to link to a calendar,
or project plan, if you
have one prepared to
share.
1,000 Character Limit

Calendar Web Link (Optional)
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LEAVE NO TRACE
LEAVE NO TRACE PLAN

All crew are expected to stay 2 days after the burn to disassemble the trees and load
the truck. After the main tent is down, we will divide the area into a grid and cross
check for micro-moop several times. All remaining water will be trucked out.

A well thought out
teardown, clean-up plan
and schedule should be My crew has all been to many many burns and we are well practiced at this.
planned out before
arriving on the playa.
Please enter a brief
description for how you
are planning on leaving
no trace.
2,000 Character Limit

A performance deposit will be withheld from your grant until after the event. Several steps must be
taken in order to receive your deposit:
o You must check in at the ARTery.
o Your artwork must be ready on Monday at the start of the event.
o You must Leave No Trace.
o You must check out at the ARTery before leaving the playa.
If your site is not clean, and/or if you do not complete the check in and checkout process, your deposit
will be withheld.
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Burning Artwork

If your artwork utilizes
OPEN FIRE such as
candles, torches, fire
barrels, or raised
containers, please
describe in detail. If
artwork is to be
engulfed in flames,
please describe your
playa protection as well
as your perimeter plans.
Include a detailed
drawing showing how
your art installation will
be placed within the
perimeter.
1,000 Character Limit

Web Link to Your Detailed Drawing
Example: http://www.mysite.com/myimages/myDetailedDrawing.jpg

If your artwork utilizes
FLAME EFFECTS, please
describe in detail,
including linking to a
detailed drawling of fuel
lines and tanks (see box
below). Flame Effects are
flames that are
automated, switched,
pressurized, or having any
other action other than
simply being lit on fire.
1,000 Character Limit

Web Link to Your Detailed Drawing
Example: http://www.mysite.com/myimages/myDetailedDrawing.jpg
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Submission Guidlines
SAVE THIS FORM to your computer. You may send us your proposal by sending it as an attachment to artgrants@burningman.com.
Your artwork title should be in the subject of your email.
If we successfully receive your email you will automatically be sent a confirmation email within 24 hours.

Thank you for concepting art for Burning Man! We Look forward to reading your proposal!
AFTER SAVING THIS FORM, you may print it to paper for reference using the button below.

Print Form

Want to start over? You may click "Reset Form" below to clear and delete all data from this form. NOTE : Clicking the red button below will
result in ALL YOUR DATA WILL BE LOST!

DELETE ALL MY DATA AND RESET THIS FORM
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